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Dentons advises founders on the sale of a majority stake in BMF Grup to SARMIS

Capital

Dentons, the world’s largest global law firm, advised the founders of the BMF Grup - the largest integrated

facility management company in Romania - on the sale of a majority stake in the company to the private

equity fund SARMIS Capital.

This is the largest investment in the facility management industry this year in Romania.

BMF Grup offers a full range of integrated solutions for administration, facility management, maintenance,

construction, cleaning, security, furniture, project management, snow removal, landscaping, rescue, firefighting,

revisions, and intelligent technology.

The signing of this deal with SARMIS Capital marks a significant stage in the development of BMF Grup,

strengthening its position as a leader in the integrated facility management industry.

Managing Partner Perry V. Zizzi, Head of the Corporate and M&A practice in Bucharest, led the legal team,

assisted by counsel Doru Postelnicu, Employment and Litigation and Dispute Resolution partner Tiberiu Csaki

and Competition partner Raul Mihu and associate Iulia Titirisca.

Constantin Tomescu, President of BMF Grup: "It is with great honor that we highlight the fact that in the highly

intricate context of finalizing the partnership with Sarmis Capital, we had the privilege of being surrounded by the

impeccable experience and guidance of the legal team from Dentons, whose expertise is globally  recognized.

This collaboration highlights not only our strong commitment to meet and exceed the highest standards, but also

our deep confidence in the exceptional abilities and knowledge of the professionals at Dentons.

In this regard, we sincerely express our gratitude to all those who contributed to the accomplishment of this

complex and significant transaction. Through their perseverance, competence, and dedication, they have

demonstrated that true success is built through the solidity of specialized knowledge and efficient collaboration."

Perry V. Zizzi commented: "We are honored to have been part of the team that completed this significant

transaction for the Romanian market. This transaction demonstrates the immense potential and growth

opportunities within the facility management industry in Romania."
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